
Action

Fight or battle word

feud

Noun
A disagreement or argument 
that is never settled: like people 
fighting about the same thing for 
years



feud

vendetta

bitter

argument

deadly

disagreement

vicious

long-running

bloody

family



The football team were dealt a devastating blow when they lost 
the game in extra time.

The storm caused havoc: the damage was devastating.

The effects of the virus had a devastating impact on the world.

Did you know, Mrs Wordsmith and 
Mrs Smithword have been in a vicious 
feud for years?

Imagine a world where no-one ever 
falls out or has a feud – what a great 
dream. (I hope it comes true.)

Bogart and Brick kept arguing, and 
their friends Yin and Yang, hoped it 
wouldn’t turn into a bitter feud.



disagreement, vendetta

family

long-running
deadly



Action

Lolong or seeing word

scrutinise

V. 
To inspect or study: like when 
you look at something up lose 
and in detail



scrutinise

detail

face

performance

examine

study

document

evidence

letter

inspect



The football team were dealt a devastating blow when they lost 
the game in extra time.

The storm caused havoc: the damage was devastating.

The effects of the virus had a devastating impact on the world.

Scrutinising children’s work is an 
Ofsted Inspector’s favourite thing to 
do.

“Doctor Armie, please scrutinise the 
lump on my knee,” pleaded a worried 
Grit.

Synonyms for scrutinise include 
examine, study and inspect.



study, inspect, examine

detail
evidence

document



Action

Lazy or relaxing word

pampered

adj.
Spoiled or coddled: like being 
treated to an indulgent mud 
bath at a fancy hotel



pampered

indulged

pet

guest

child

coddled

lifestyle

spoiled

creature

body



The football team were dealt a devastating blow when they lost 
the game in extra time.

The storm caused havoc: the damage was devastating.

The effects of the virus had a devastating impact on the world.

Mrs Wordsmith loves a pampering at 
the beauty salon every Saturday 
afternoon.

Spoiled, indulged and pampered, 
that’s how Plato treated his prized, 
pet pooch.

Did you know neglected is an 
antonym for pampered?



coddled, spoiled

pet
child
guest


